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Setting the context – the (co)benefits of walking and cycling
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health environment economy transport



Bringing two worlds together
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Cycling and walking are playing 

a larger role in people's 

transport choices.

Transport models

determine action.



FLOW project
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Technical partners
• PTV

• Wuppertal Institute

• Forum of European      

National Highway       

Research Laboratories

Cycling and walking
• European Cyclists’ 

Federation

• Walk21

Cities

Project aim: To put non-

motorised transport on a level 

field with motorised transport with 

regard to its ability to reduce 

congestion

+9 Exchange Cities

+24 Follower Cities

+12 Market Forerunners

+21 Associates

Support partners
• Rupprecht Consult

• Gdansk U of Technology

• Budapest U of Tech/Econ

• Traject

• Polis 



What is congestion, anyway?
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And what happens if you over-focus on it?
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92% of journeys in the central business district 

are walked

But 52% of journey time is spent waiting to cross 

the road

What if we modelled people, not vehicles?
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Example: Sydney, Australia
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Q: How can we quantify what we term ‘congestion’?

A: Using tools for evaluating transport system 

performance

Q: How can we predict what will happen if we 

change something?

A: Using different types of transport models 

Q: How can we evaluate options in a robust and 

transparent way? or How do we include broader 

social impacts in our evaluation?

A: using tools for assessing the impact of transport 

interventions

Knowing what questions you want answered will influence the tools 

you choose to find the answers:

../../Vision_Software/_VISSIM/Filme/ComplexIntersection.avi


Measure: Pedestrianising a road segment

Location: Dublin, Ireland

• New public square improves mobility and accommodates 

700 more people during rush hour

• Plan has been approved, works scheduled for mid-2018

Demonstrate and assess the congestion reducing impact 
of walking & cycling
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Measure: Reducing pedestrian crossing distances

Location: Lisbon, Portugal

• Narrowing roads to reduce crossing distance for 

pedestrians does not increase congestion
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1. Fully consider walking and cycling in efforts to manage congestion.

2. Include all modes – and the interaction between them – in transport analysis.

3. Increase transparency in the transport planning process.

4. Improve data collection for walking and cycling to better understand these modes. (Refer to 

the recommendations of the European Cyclists’ Federation and Walk21 and the results 

from the FLOW data workshop, see FLOW website.)

5. Place congestion within the larger context of urban liveability, economic viability, safety and 

health (not above it).

FLOW general recommendations
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EU
Require cities to use multimodal 

assessments of transport system quality 
in their SUMP measure

appraisals.

Local
Within the context of your SUMP, 

actively seek opportunities to improve 
network efficiency and city-wide 

accessibility through measures to improve 
conditions for safe and attractive 

walking and cycling.

National 
Establish consistent mechanisms for 

evaluating project proposals that 
prioritise sustainable modes of 

transport, taking into account the 
movement of people (not vehicles).



Paradigm shift: the potential long-term impact of FLOW
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Thank you for your attention.

Lasse Brand
l.brand@rupprecht-consult.eu
+49 (0)221 60 55 55 - 10
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